
PLOTINUS

ENNEAD 6.2

On The Genera of Being , The Second


1.           Then since we have spoken about those that are considered to be The Ten Genera ,    


and since we have also spoken about those who bring all Beings into One Genus by positing 

Four Species as if they were under The One , then it will follow for us to say , how in the world 

the established opinions/reputations about these appear to us , while trying to Lead us back to the 

doctrine of Plato . Thus on the one hand , if it was necessary to posit that The Being , is One ,

then there would be no need to investigate , whether or not there is One Genus over All , nor if
’
the Genera cannot be posited under one , nor if there are Causes , nor if the Causes and the 
’’
Genera must be posited to be The Selves , nor if the Genera and the Causes are The Selves , or if  

on the one hand , All the Causes are also Genera , while on the other hand , the Genera are not 
         
All Causes , or the other way round , or if in each group some Causes are also Genera and some 
’ 
Genera are also Causes , or if in one group all of the others are also other , but in the other group

only some of the others are also other .  But since we maintain that The Being , is not One  

both Plato and others have explained the reason why this is so   and so it becomes , equally 

necessary to enquire about these matters before setting down in the middle , what number  

we say there are and in what way .  Therefore , since we are enquiring about The Being or   

about The Real Beings , it is necessary to first Distinguish between them in the following way .
’
First , what we say is The Being , in regards to which the investigation would presently be 

Correctly brought into being , and secondly , what others opine Being to be , thus we say that 
  
(they opine) Self is coming to be , but never Truly Is . Thus one must Intellect these Genera as 

being Distinct from one another , not as if there was a certain genus that was divided into these ,
’ 
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nor to think that Plato made a division in this way .  For it is absurd to posit The Being  
’
with that which Is not under one genus , just as if someone were to posit Socrates and his 
’
image under the same genus .  For “to Distinguish” in this place , is to Posit that which is  
’’   
marked-off by boundaries and set-apart , and to say that what appears to be Being , is not Being , 

by pointing-out to them that That which Is Truly Being is something else .  And by prefixing  

The “Always” to The Being he indicated , that The Being must be of such a kind , so as 
’’         
to “Never” falsify The Nature of The Being . Surely then , by speaking about This Being ,

we must also consider about This Being that It is not-One ; then afterwards , if it seems proper , 

we shall also say something about generation and becoming and the perceptible Kosmos .


2.            Therefore , since we say that That which Is , is not-One , then is It a certain Number 

or infinite ? For surely then how do we mean That which Is not-One ?  Or do we mean that It Is 

at the same time One and Many, and that It is a Many-Colored One by Containing Its Many 

in One .  So then it is necessary that This which is One in this way , must either Be One   

by Being The Genus , or then , by The Beings Being Ideas/Species/Kinds of Self  ,  by which
’
It Is Many and One ; or that there be more Genera than One , but that All The Genera

be under One Genus , or on the one hand , that there are Genera aplenty , but on the other hand , 
’          
that no other be under another , but that each of those contained by Self , whether they are lesser
’ ’’
Genera or Species of Selves and with many individuals under them , and so all together bring to

Completion One Nature , The Intelligible Kosmos , which we surely call The Being ; 

The Underlying Structure that is composed out of All .  Surely then , if this is so , then These 
       
must not only be Genera , but They must at-once also be Causes that belong to The Being .  

On the one hand , there must be Genera , because there are other lesser genera under Them and 
’ 
after this species and many individuals ; but on the other hand , there must be Causes , if The 
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Being is thus composed of Many and The Whole arises out of These (Par A-E)  . If then   

on the one hand , there were Numerous Principles out of which , The All was made , and so 
         
on the other hand , if The Wholes came together not having anything else under Selves , then  
’
They would be Causes , but would not be Genera ; such as if someone made the sense  

world out of the four elements , fire and such as these : for these would be causes , but not  

genera . Unless genus is used like a homonym ; so then by saying that they are a kind of genera ,

and that these same genera are also causes ; accordingly then , on the one hand shall we mix         
         
together All the genera with each other , and each cause along with those under selves , and thus 
    ’’
shall we make and shall we complete the whole by mixing together everything ?     But then  

each one/everyone will be potential/inactive , not actual/active , nor will the Self of each one

be in a Pure State . So then shall we let the genera go and let them mix with each and all ?   

What then , will be The Genera By-Themselves ?  Or will they also be By-Themselves and 
’ ’
Pure , and their mixed-up members  not banish Selves ? And how can this be ? Or rather 

we will discuss this later (Chap 19 12-17) , but now , since we have agreed that there are Genera , 
’
and even more that there are also Causes of The Ousia and are Causes and Structured  

In Another Way (Super-Essentially) . Therefore first of all , it must be stated how many Genera 

we say there are and how we distinguish Selves from each other and not bring Them under One , 
’’
just as if they came together by mere chance and created some one thing ; although it would be 

much more Elegantly-Reasonable if They came together under One .  Thus on the one hand , if  
’
it was possible for All of Them to be Species of The Being , along with the many individuals 

that are subsequent to Them , and there be nothing outside of These , then perhaps it might be 

possible to create in this way.  Whereas on the other hand , seeing that such an arrangement  

is the abolition of Ousia Herself   for the species would not be species , nor generally
’   
would there be many under one , but all would be one , nor would there be an other or others 
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’
outside of that one . For how could The One come to be Many , so as to generate species , unless 

there was something else besides Self ? For One could not by Itself  be Many , unless something
’

were to cut It up as if It were a magnitude ; but even so The Cutter would thus be Another .   

But if Self is going to cut or generally to divide , then It will be divided before the dividing .
’
Therefore , on the one hand , for this and for many other reasons , we must abandon the notion of 
’    
“one genus” , and also because it is not possible to take each and every thing at all and call it 
 “” 
either Being or Ousia . Whereas on the other hand , if one does call it being , then one will assign

the being accidentally , as if one were to call The Ousia white (Phaedrus C) ; for one  

does not speak as if She were white (Pure/Colorless) .  
   

3.               Surely then on the one hand , we say that there are numerous Genera , and numerous ,

not by accident .  Is it not the case then , that They arise from One .  Or , even if They arise from 
’         ’
One , but not one that has been predicated according to Selves in That which Is , nothing keeps  
’
each Self from being a separate Genus by not having the same form as another . Take notice then
’  
on the one hand , is This One which is Outside of The Genera which have come into Being from

Their Cause , while on the other hand , It is not predicated by whatever the others are ?  Yes , It  

Is Outside ; for The One Is Beyond , so as not to be numbered with Those that are Generated , 

if indeed The Others exist through Self , which are on Equal Terms with Each other in regards to 
’     
being Genera .  And how is it that That One is not numbered with Them ? Since we are looking 

for Beings , not for That which is Beyond Beings . So on the one hand , so much for This One .  

but on the other hand , what about The One which is numbered with The Others ?  About which 
’
someone might also wonder, how It is numbered with Those of whom It Is The Cause . If on the

one hand , Self and The Others were under one genus, then this case is absurd ; but if on the other
’     
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hand , It is numbered with Those of which It Is The Cause , as if Self were The Genus and The 

Others were Subsequent – and The Subsequent are Different from Self , and Self is not predicated 

of Selves as Their Genus nor anything else related to Selves – then They must also be Genera , if
’    ’  
They have others under Themselves . For if you were to start walking , then walking would  

not be classed under you as its genus ; and if there was nothing else before self as its genus , but 

there were walking things after self , then walking would be a genus among The Beings .  But  

generally , The One must not even be asserted to be The Cause of The Others , but perhaps They
’
are more like Parts of Self and more like Elements of Self , and are All One Nature  (Rep 540a)

that has been divided into Parts by our after-thoughts , but Self Is , by a Wonderful Power

One-in-All , both by Coming-into-Light Many and by Coming-to-Be Many , such as when Self 

is-in-Motion according to The Full-Intellect of Her Nature , Self makes The One be not-One 

and such as when we bring forward parts of Self to posit each of these parts “as one” and  

ignorantly call it a “genus” , because we do not Know The Whole At-Once , but by bringing 

them forward , part by part , we join selves together again . But we are unable to contain Selves  

for a long time since They hasten to Selves .  For which reason we let them go again into 

The Whole and we allow them to become One , or rather to Be One . But perhaps , these matters 

will be clearer when those also become known , by grasping how many Genera there are . For 

in this way we will also know how They are . But since we should not just make statements
’
in our discourse , but also be impelled to Intellection and come to an Understanding of what  

is being said , one must do it in the following way .


4.      If we wanted to see The Nature of Body , such as what is The Nature of The Body of Self 

in This (Micro) Whole ,would we not know It thoroughly by a certain one of The Parts of Self , 
’
such as by a stone , since there is on the one hand , that which functioned as The Under-Lying-

Reality of Self , and on the other hand , the Quantity , Magnitude and Quality of Self , such as 
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Its Color , and by looking upon every other body we might say , that on the one hand , there is 

such Ousia in The Nature of The Body , whereas on the other hand , that there is Quantity , 

and Quality , and that on the one hand , They exist All Together , whereas on the other hand ,   

They are Divided by The Logos into Three , and so would The Three be One in that Body ?   
  
But if Motion was also present as a Natural Part of the constitution of Self , and if we were 

also to count this , then The Four would also be One, and so the one body would be Completed 

by All the predicates in regards to The One and The Nature of Self . Surely then , in the same  

way , seeing that The Logos is about Intelligible Ousia and The Genera and Causes that are

There , one must Remove the generation within bodies and the knowing through sense
’
perception and magnitudes   –for it is also in this way that there is a separation and a standing-

-apart from each other–     to Grasp a Certain Intelligible Under-Lying Reality and That which

Is Truly also More-One .      In which it is also remarkable how That which Is One in this way 

is Many and One .  For on the one hand , in the case of bodies it has been agreed that the same 

body is One and Many; for the same body can be divided to infinity, and its color is other from

its shape ; for they are indeed separate .   On the other hand , if someone were to take One Soul , 

that exists   without extension/interval/dimension , without magnitude , Supremely Simple , as  

She will appear at The First Insight of The Understanding Mind . How could one hope to find 

that She was Many again in turn ? And furthermore that one would have thought that one would

have finished in this , since one had divided the living being into body and soul , and on the one 

hand , had found the body to be multiform and composite and various , and was confident that  

one had found that on the other hand , The Soul was Simple , and could rest from their journey 

by arriving at ‘the source’. Now then , seeing that in as much as this Soul has been delivered to us 
’ 
from The Intelligible Place , as in the former discussion the body was , from the perceptible , 

let us grasp , how this One is Many , and how The Many are One , not a one composed out of
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many , but One Nature which is Many ; for by This having been grasped and having become 

clear , we maintained that The Truth about The Genera among The Real Being would also

Be Clear . 


5.       But first one must take this to heart ; that seeing that bodies , each and every one of them  

are many such as those of living-beings and of plants , and by their colors and shapes and sizes 

and by the forms of their parts and in other different ways , yet All come from One , for they will

either come from One which is in every way and altogether One, or from One that is More One
(Rep 508C1 )
than such as that which arises from Self, so that It also has More Being than that which comes

into existence  –for by as much as the departure is from One , to that degree is the departure from

Being–  since then they are one , but not in this way One , by “being” One-In-Every-Way 

or One Self   –for This One would not have made a separate Multitude–   it remains that they Be

from a Plurality which is One .  But that which makes was The Soul . Accordingly then , 

This is a Plurality which is One . What then ?  Is This Plurality The Reason Sources of  

those that come into being ?  Take notice then , is Self one aspect , but The Reason Principles 
’
another aspect ?  Or is Self both Logos and Leader of The Reason Sources , and so

The Reason Principles are The Activity/Energy of Self when She is Active According to Ousia ; 
’
but The Ousia is The Potential-Power of The Reason Sources . Surely then , on the one hand ,  

it has thus been demonstrated that it is from that which She makes in others that This One  

is Many . But on the other hand , what if She was not making anything , but one was to take Self 
’                       
as not making by ascending to That Part of Self which does not make ?    Will one not also find 

Many Powers Here ?  For on the one hand , everyone would agree that Self exists ; whereas 

on the other hand , is this then , the same as saying that a stone exists ?    Or not the same .    

But nevertheless in regards to the stone , there also existence was not solely existence , but being 
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’    ’
that stone ; so also here , existence for Soul includes being Soul , along with the existence . Take 
’
notice then , is the existence one thing , but that which remains another , which Contributes to  

The Completion of The Ousia of The Soul , and so on the one hand , there is That which Is , 

whereas on the other hand , does The Difference make The Soul ?  Or is The Soul  on the one 

hand , a certain Being , but not in the way that a human being is white , but only like a certain 
’

Ousia .    Thus on the other hand , this is the same as saying that , The Soul does not 

Possess That which She Possesses External/Outside of Her Ousia . (Thus It Is Innate . jfb)


6.          Accordingly then , on the one hand , She does not Possess Her Ousia from The Outside ,
                   ’
in order for one part of Her Exist through the Existence , but another Exist through This Way ; 

for if She were to Exist in a way Such as This , and This Way were External , then in that case
’
She would not Be Ousia according to The Whole Soul , but in a certain way , and thus Part

of Self would Be Ousia , but not The Whole Ousia .   Then what will The Existence Be to Self  
’
apart from the others from that of a stone ?  Or must This Existence of Self Be Within , such as

Her Source and Cause (Phaedrus D)  , or rather must It Be All that Self Is ; and thus 

It must be Life ; and The Existence   and   The Life are both-together One .  Take notice then , 
’
Is It One in this way , like One Logos ?  Or is The Underlying-Reality One , whereas It Is One 

so that It Is also Two , or even More , All that The Soul Primarily Is . Therefore , She Is Ousia

and Life , or She Contains Life . But if She Contains , then That which Contains does so By Self 
’’
not in Life , and Life is not in Ousia ; but if one does not have the other , then one must say that 
’
both are One .  Or rather One and Many and as Many as , come to Light in The One ;  

and One By-Itself , but Many in relation to the others ; and so on the one hand , She is One 

Being , but on the other hand , It makes Itself Many in “their” Motion as it were ; and so
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She is One Whole , such as when She undertakes to Contemplate Itself , She is Many . 

Just as if The Being cannot bear Being One By Itself when It is capable of Being All that   

She Is . Thus Her Self Contemplation is The Cause of The Many coming to Light ; in order 

that She may Intellect . For if She were to come to Light as One , then She would not be 

Intellecting , since She would already Be That (One) .
’           

7.                  What then , are The Members Seen in The Soul , and what Quantity ? Since we find 

Ousia and Life At-Once in The Soul  and This Ousia is Common to every soul , whereas

Life is also Common , but Life is also in Intellect   by also introducing The Intellect of This

Life , we shall thus posit Their Motion in Common to All Life as One Certain Genus . Then 

we shall posit Ousia and Motion , by being The Primary Life in Two Genera .  For even if

They are One , Selves are separated by The Intellection , by finding The One , not-One .  

Otherwise , it would not have been possible to separate Selves .  But also observe in others  

The Motion or The Life that are clearly separated from The Existence  , even if it is not in The 

Genuine Existence , but in the shadow which also has the same name as That which Is .  For  

just as in the image of a human-being many things are left-out , and especially The Most 

Important One ; The Life , so also in the things perceived by sense existence is a shadow of 

That which Is , by being separated from That which Most-Excellently Is , which was Life 

in The Archetype . But then , from this source we shall have the separating of That which Lives 
’
from that which exists and that which exists from That which Lives .    Thus on the one hand , 

there are many species and genera ; but on the other hand , Motion is not to be arranged under  

That which Is nor over That which Is , but Along-with That which Is ; for It is found in Self ,
’
but not as in Its Under-lying Existence ; for It Is The Energy/Activity of Self and neither of 

Them exists without The Other , other than in our after-thoughts , and so The Two Natures are 
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One ; for It Is Active Energy , and not Potential-Power .   And if however , you take either of 

of them separately , Motion will come to Light in That which Is and That which Is in The

Motion , and for example , in regards to The One Being , Each One taken separately contains  

The Other . But nevertheless , Discursive Reason maintains that Each Idea is Dual and a 
’   
Twofold One . But Motion comes to Light in relation to That which Is not by changing 

The Nature of That , but rather as if by making That Which Is , Perfect , and if such a  
’
a Nature were to remain in Motion in this way (that is , if someone were not to introduce Rest , 


who would be even more absurd than one who did not grant that there was Motion) for The 

Reflection and Intellection of Rest comes readier to mind in regards to The Being than that of 

The Being in regards to Motion ; for “That which is the same and in the same way” (Soph ) 
Plural)
also have One Logos There .  Surely then , let Rest also Be One Genus Other than of Motion , 

where It would also appear to be Its Opposite .  But since It is other than That which Is , 

could be made clear in many ways and for which reason , if It were The Same as That which Is , 

then It could not be more The Same as That which Is than Motion .  For why then on the one 

hand , could Rest be The Same as That which Is , while on the other hand , Motion could not , 

when Motion is The Life of Self and The Active Energy of The Self of Ousia and Her Very 

Being ? But just as we separated The Motion of Self as being The Same and not The Same as 
’
Self , and we spoke of both as Two and in turn as One , so also in the same way we shall separate 

The Rest from Self and in turn not separate Rest from Self , by separating It to such an extent 

from The Intellect , so as to posit It as another Genus among The Real Beings .  

                                Or , if we were to bring The Rest and That which Is in every way into One , 

by saying that there was not any difference at all between them , and if we were to bring together

That which Is with The Motion in the same way , then if we were to bring The Rest and The 
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Motion into The Same by means of That which Is , then Motion and Rest will be One for us .


8.    Then These Three Genera (Being-Motion-Rest) must be posited , if indeed Intellect Intellects 

Each One separately ; but It Intellects and posits Them At-Once , if indeed It Intellects , and 

They Exist , if indeed They have been Intellected .  For on the one hand , in regards to the 

existence of those who are involved with matter ; the existence of these is not in Intellect ; 

but on the other hand , if Those who Are Immaterial have been Intellected , This is Their  
’                
Existence . But you must also See Pure Intellect and gaze at Self attentively , not by seeing Self 

with these eyes . Surely then you See The Hearth of Ousia and a Sleepless Light in Self  
    
and how They Stand in Self and how They Stand apart , and Be All Together ; Abiding Life 

and Intellection whose Activity is not directed towards that which will be , but to That which
’ 
Is Now , or rather “Now and Always Now”, and That which Is Always Present , and by  
 “” ,           
Intellecting In-Itself and not outside .  Therefore , on the one hand , in Its Intellection there Is 

Active Energy and Motion , but on the other hand , in Its Intellecting Itself , The Ousia 
         “”          
and That which Is ; for by Being , It also Intellects by Being Itself , and by Being Directed to 

That which It is Impelled/Driven , as it were ; to Being . For on the one hand , The Self Energy

is not Directed to Ousia , but on the other hand , It Is Directed Towards which and From which
’
It Arises ; That Which Is . For That which is being Beheld , is That which Is , not the 

Beholding ; but The Self also possesses That which Is , because It Is That From which and   
’
towards which the look is directed . Then by Being Active Energy , not Potential Power , It 

in turn Joins-Together The Two and does not separate Them , but It   makes   Itself      That  

and That        Itself .  Then since Being Is The-Most-Firmly-Established of All Beings and  

About which All The Other Beings Revolve , It has Established Rest , and possesses It not 

brought in from outside , but From Self and In Self .  Thus It Is That in which The Intellection 
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’
Terminates ; The Rest with no Beginning , and From which , Intellection Is Set-in-Motion , 
’
although Rest does not set-it-in-Motion : for Motion does not End in Motion nor Arises out  
’
of Motion .   Then moreover , on the one hand , The Idea of Rest Is in The Limit of Intellect ,

while on the other hand , Intellect Is The Motion   of   Self .

           So that All are Being and Motion and Rest ; and These Genera Pervade through Wholes , 
’
and each of Their subsequents is a particular being and a particular rest and a particular motion .  

Surely then , when anyone Sees These Three , by having come into an Intuitive Insight of The 

Nature of That which Is , by Seeing Being , by the being in themselves and in others , and The 

Others ; The Motion In Self by the motion in themselves, and The Rest by their rest , and  


they harmonize these to Those . But when on the one hand , They come to them all-together  

in a sort of confused mixture without distinction ; but then on the other hand , they sort of begin 
’
to take Them apart a little by little and hold Them away from them and distinguish Them , then 

they see Being, Motion and Rest, three of These and Each One. Do they not then say that They 

are other from each other and distinguish Them by otherness , and they see the otherness in being 

when they posit three , each also being one , then in turn , when they bring Them into one and

in one and all one , by bringing Them in turn into sameness and by looking at Them they see

that sameness has come to be and Is ?  

                                                             Is it not so then , that we must add These Two ,The Same 

and The Other , to Those Three (Being-Motion-Rest) , so that there will be Five Genera in all , 

and These will give existence to these subsequent characteristics to Those that are Other and

Those that are The Same ; and since each individual thing is a particular same and a particular

other ; for Same and Other Simply without the particular , will be among The Genera ; and

thus The Primary Genera , because you cannot categorize Them among those that exist 
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in a particular way .  For you can predicate Being to Selves , for They Are , but not as Their 
’
Genus , for They Are not just like a particular being .  Nor in turn , can you predicate Motion 
’ 
nor Rest to Them , for They are not Ideas of That which Is , for on the one hand , some 

Beings are like Ideas of Self , while on the other hand , Other Beings Participate of Self .  

Nor again does That which Is , Participate of These Others as if They were Genera of Self ; 
’
for They do not Rise Above That which Is nor are They Prior to That which Is .


9.                     But on the one hand , that These are The Primary Genera , one could Confirm ,  
’
from these arguments , and equally from others ; whereas on the other hand , how is it that one  

could Trust , that there are only These Genera and not others besides These ? For why not also

The One ? But then why not the quantity and the quality, then that which is  relative to something 
’ 
and the other ones , which others have already been counted ? Therefore , in regards to The One ,

if It “is” on the one hand , That which “Is” Entirely One , to which nothing else can be added , 

not Soul , not Intellect , not anything at all , for nothing can be predicated to This One , so that 

It “Is” not a Genus .  But if on the other hand , It Is The One attributed to That which Is ,   

of which we speak as The One Being ; This is not Primarily One . Moreover by Self Being 
’
Un-Differentiated , how could It make Ideas ? But if It cannot do this , It is not a Genus .

For how could there be divisions ?  For you will make many by dividing ; so that The One Self 

will be Many and will thus banish Itself , if It wanted to be a Genus ; seeing that you will add 

something to It by dividing It into Ideas .  For there could be no differentiations in The One ,  

just as there are of The Ousia .   For on the one hand , Intellect accepts that there are  

differences of Being , but on the other hand , how could there be of One ?  For then , every-time 

you differentiate you abolish The One by positing Two along with the difference , seeing that 

everywhere , the addition of The Monad makes the previous quantity disappear .  But if one
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were to say that The One in That which Is and The One in Motion and in The Others is  

“Common to All” , on the one hand , by bringing That which Is and The One into The Same ,  

by which account , it does not make That which Is The Genus of The Others (p12) , because  

They are not Beings just as That which Is , but Beings in another way , so also The One will 
’
not be “Common to All” of Them , since It will be Primarily One , but The Others , will be 
’
One in another way .  But if someone were to say , that they do not make The One “Common to 

All” Genera , but only to a certain One By Self ;  if , for that person , on the one hand , That
’
which Is and The One are The Same, since That which Is has already been counted among

Those that are Generated , just as The Others , then they introduce a mere name . But on 

the other hand , if they mean that each One , is a particular nature , and if they add something , 

they mean a particular One , but if they add nothing , then again in turn , they mean That One 


to which nothing can be predicated ; but if they mean The One Joined to That which Is ,  

then we say that , they do not mean That which Is Primarily One .  But what prevents This One

from Being Primarily One if That which is Absolutely One is being excluded ?  For we also

say that The Being which follows along with That One is Being and that It Is Primarily Being . 
’                       
Or since it was not The Being which Is Prior to Self , or if indeed It were Prior to Self , then It 

would not be Primarily Being ; since in this case That which is Prior to Self is One . Seeing 

that The One that is separate in Intellection from That which Is , has no differences .   Then ,  

in That which Is , if on the one hand , The One is a consequence of That which Is , then 

The One is also posterior to All .  Thus Genus is prior .       But if on the other hand , The One is  

simultaneous to That which Is, It is also simultaneous with All . But Genus is not simultaneous . 

But if The One is Prior to That which Is , then It is a Certain Cause and only of Self  .

But if The One is The Cause of Self , then It is not the Genus of Self ; but then if It is not the
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Genus of Self , neither is It the Genus of The Others ; or it would also be necessary for The 

Being to also be the Genus of All The Other Genera .  For it generally appears likely that since , 

The One   in     That which Is “Approaches-near” to The One and as it were “Falls-out together”  

with That which Is , then on the one hand , That which Is , is Akin to That One which Is ,   

but since on the other hand , The Being is Posterior to That One , by means of which It is Able 
’
to Be Many also .  Whereas The One   in     That which Is , by remaining One Self and by being 

Un-Willing to be divided into Parts , did not wish/want/will to be a Genus .


10.      How then does Each Genus belong to The One Being ?  Either by Being a Certain One , 

It is not One  –for It is already Many by Being a Certain One–   but Each One of The Ideas is 
’
One by having the same name : for Each Idea is a Multitude , so that One in this case , is used   

as in an army or a chorus .  Now then , The One There is not in These , so that The One is not a 

common name nor the same one observed in That which Is and in the particular Beings .  So that

The One is not a Genus ; since every Genus according to which The One will be Truly
’
predicated as Genus , can no longer have the opposites Truly predicated of It ; thus according 
’
to which The One and the opposites are Truly predicated of All that Is , and according to this 

The One will not be predicated as Their Genus . So that It will neither be Truly predicated as 

The Genus of The First Genera , seeing that The One Being is also not more One than Many , 

nor is anyone of The Other Genera One in such a way as not to be Many , nor can The One be 

Truly predicated of The Others that are subsequent , which are in every way Many.  Therefore ,  
’
The Whole Genus is not in any way One ; so that , if The Genus were One , It would banish 

The One from Existence . For The One is not a Number ; but It will be by becoming a Genus .
’    
Furthermore , if The One were One in Number , then It would be One in Genus , and not 

Truly One . Even more , just as in Numbers , The One is not predicated as the Genus of Selves ,
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’
yet on the one hand ,  It is said To Be in Selves , but on the other hand , It is not said to be Their 
’      
Genus , in the same way  , if The One is said To Be in The Beings , then It would neither be The 

Genus of That which Is nor of The Others nor of All beings . Moreover , on the one hand , just 

as The Simple Cause could be of the non  -  Simple , on the other hand , It could certainly not also 

be of this Genus for if It were , the non-Simple would also be Simple–  so also with The One , 

if The One were The Cause , then It will not be The Genus of those that are posterior to Self . 
’         
Therefore , It will neither be The Genus of That which Is nor of The Other Genera .  But if It 
’
were to be a genus, then It will be the genus of every particular one , such as if someone were to 
 “”
deem it right to separate The One from The Ousia . Therefore It will be a genus of particulars . 

For just as That which Is , is not the genus of All things ,  but  “The Being” of The Ideas , so 
 “”        
also The One will be The Genus of Each “One” of The Ideas . Therefore , what  will be the 
 “”    
difference from One to The Other insofar as They are One ,  just as what is the difference of 

Being from One to The Other ?  But if The One were divided along with That which Is and 
’

The Ousia , and That which Is was distributed and was that which is observed in many 

things as ‘The Same Genus’ , then why could not The One also be a Genus by coming to 

Light in as many things as The Ousia and is distributed into an Equal Number of Parts ?  

First of all , it is not necessary , if something exists in many things , that it be a genus , 

neither of themselves in which it exists , nor of others ; nor generally , if something is common , 
’ 
is it entirely necessary for it to be a genus . Surely then , the (ubiquitous/invisible) point  

which exists in every line is not a genus neither of themselves  nor of anything at all , nor indeed , 

just as it was said , is The One in The Numbers a genus neither of The Numbers nor of others .  

For what is Common and One in many things must use Differences which are Naturally-Akin

and make The Ideas Specific and also make Them in That which It Is .  But what might be The 
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Differences of The One or what kind of Specific Ideas does It Create ?  But if The One makes 

The Same Specific Ideas which are about That which Is , then The One would also be The 

Same as That which Is , and one of the two would only be a name , and That which Is would be

Sufficient (by Itself) .


11.               Then we must investigate , how The One Is in The Being , and how the distribution

we speak of exists/functions and generally, the distribution of The Genera , and if It Is The Self 

or Another in each case .  Therefore , first of all , generally , how each and every thing is called  

and is one , and then if we speak in the same way when we speak of The One in The One Being 

and when we speak of It as Beyond .  Therefore on the one hand , The One over All  is not  

The Same ; since neither do perceptibles exist in the same way as Intelligibles  –then neither 

for The Being   for neither does It exist in the same way as perceptibles when compared to
’
each other ; for It is not The Same in a chorus , an army and a ship and a house  (Nic 1 , II-4) , 
nor 
’
in turn in these and in That which is Continuous/Constant . But nevertheless All of them Imitate
’    
The Self , but some attain a remote resemblance , while others come Nearer , and thus 

immediately attain an Imitation that is Truer in Intellect : for Soul is One while Intellect and 

The One Being are even More One .  Take notice then , when we say that The Being of Self   
   ’
Is One , do we mean that just as Self Contains Being , so also does Self Contain The One ? Or 

on the one hand , is this a Coincidence , however not , according to Its Being and Its Unity , but 
’
on the other hand , it is possible to Possess no less Being , but still be less One ?  For an army or
                                      
a chorus has no less being than a house , but nevertheless they are less one.  Therefore , it appears 
’           
Reasonable , that The One in everything looks more to The Good , and by as much as it happens 
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to be Good , by this much It Is also One , and being more or less One lies in this ; for 

everyone wants not simply , to be , but for to Be along with The Good .  Because of this , those 

that are not-One also hasten as far as they can to become One . On the one hand , natural things  

by their Self nature come together to be , by wishing to Be United to The Same Selves ; for 

All Selves do not hasten from each other , but to each other and towards Themselves ; and thus
’’
 All Souls will wish to hasten towards The One along with The Ousia of Themselves .  And thus

The One is at both ends ; for It is both That  from which  and That to which  ; and thus  
’
All originate from The One and hasten towards The One . So also for The Good .  For nothing

at All Subsists among The Real Beings nor could have come to Subsist if Their Striving was not 

directed towards The One . Surely then , on the one hand , so it is with natural phenomena .  

On the other hand , in regards to the creations of The Arts , Each Art brings Each Self Creation

in relation to This One as far as Each Can and as Their Ability so allows . But The Being

Attains of This One most especially of All ; for It is near . From whence on the one hand , the 

others are called only that which they are called , such as a human being ; for even if sometimes , 

we may say one human , we say this in relation to two human beings; whereas on the other hand , 

if we also say The One in another way , when we say by adding , from Self .  But in the case of 
’
The Being , we call This Whole , The One Being and we deem It Worthy by indicating 


The Exceedingly Close Communion of One Self with The Good .  Therefore , The One  

in Self also becomes Like Its Cause and Its Fulfillment/Final Authority , but not in the same 

way , but Otherwise ,  so that there is both Prior and Posterior in That One .  What then ,

is The One in Self ? Is It not observed in a Similar way and held in Common in All the parts ?   

Or first of all The Point is Common in All Lines , yet It is not The Genus of Lines . Surely then ,  

there is also something Common in Numbers , perhaps This One , yet It is not Their Genus . For 

The One that Abides By-Self , is not  The Same as The One in The Monad and in The Dyad and 
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’
in The Other Numbers .    Seeing that also , in The Being nothing prevents Some Beings from

being First , but others Subsequent , and Some to be Simple , but others Composite .  But if 
’
The One is also The Same in every thing which belongs to The Being , by there Being no  

Difference belonging to The One , then neither will The Being Create Specific Ideas ; 

but if there are no Specific Ideas , then neither can Self be a Genus .                      
 
                                                                                       
12.              And on the one hand , so much for these matters .  But on the other hand , how is  

The Good in Numbers One ; That found in Each of Them , when They are soulless ?    Or is

This also Common among the others that are soulless . But if one were to say that Their Selves 

do not exist at all , then for our part we speak of Beings , insofar as Each of Them Is One . Then 

if they were to enquire how The Point Partakes of The Good , if some are going to say that It Is

By-Self , and if some say that It is soulless , then their enquiry is the same as in other cases such 
’
as these ; but if they say It is in others , such as in The Circle , then This Point is The Good of
’
That Circle , and Its Appetite/Yearning is Directed to This and It hastens as much as possible 

by means of This to That . But how are The Genera like Them ? Can Each of Them be-cut-up-

into-small-pieces ? Or The Whole which Abides in Each Genus ? And how does It still Remain 

One ? Or is The Generic Whole like One in Many ?   Take notice then , does It only Exist in  
’
Those who Participate ? Or not , since It both Exists By-Self and in Those who Participate .  
     ’
But perhaps this will be clearer later .
’

13.    Now then , how is Quantity among The Primary Genera and in turn , Quality not  ? 

On the one hand , either Quantity is not Primary with The Others , since They Exist At-Once 

with The Being . For Motion Exists At-Once-With The Being , by Being The Active Energy  

by Being The Life of Self ; and Rest also Exists At-Once-In The Self Ousia .  Therefore ,
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That which Is is More Unified with Those Others (Qualities) and with Their Selves , so that 

These are also seen together . But Number is later than These and to Itself , and the “later”  
“”
comes from The Prior, and from Each other in order , and The Subsequent Subsist in The Prior ;

so that on the one hand , Number could not be counted among The First ; whereas on the other

hand , we must enquire , if Number is  Wholly a Genus . Then to be sure , magnitude is even 

more subsequent and composite ; for it is number in this particular thing , and a line a particular 

two and a surface a particular three . If then on the one hand , extended magnitude also possesses

its Quantity from Number , then how could Number not have this Being/Rank of Genus ? 

On the other hand , there is also Prior and subsequent in magnitudes . But if a certain Quantity 

is Common to both Numbers and magnitudes , then we must grasp what this is , and when we 
’
find it , posit it as a subsequent species , not among Those that are Primary ; and if it is a species 

that is not among The Primary , then it must be referred to a certain One of The Primary , or

of those who belong to The First .   Now then , perhaps it is clear that The Nature of Quantity 

signifies a certain amount and It Measures the amount of each thing and how much self is . Then 
’ 
if the amount is Common to Number and magnitude , then either Number is Primary , but 
’
magnitude arises from That , or on the one hand , Number is entirely a mixture of Motion 
’ 
and Rest , while on the other hand ,  magnitude is a motion or it is derived from a motion ; so that 

on the one hand , its motion proceeds forward into the indefinite , while on the other hand , its 

rest , in its halting that which is proceeding thus makes the unit .  Then we must investigate  

in regards to the generation of Number and magnitude , or rather Their Underlying-Reality and 

any after-thoughts ; for perhaps on the one hand , Number is among The First Genera , while   

on the other hand , magnitude is subsequent , among composites ; and therefore on the one hand ,  

Number belongs to Those At-Rest , whereas on the other hand , magnitude belongs to those 

in-motion .    But on the one hand  , as we say , we must investigate these matters later .
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14.          But on the other hand , as for Quality , by what reason is It not among The Primaries ? 

Or is it because This is also later and comes after The Ousia . Thus on the one hand , among

composite ousias , which also arise out of many elements , and in which , Numbers and

quantitativeness have produced their alteration , and so qualitativeness and a certain commonness 

will be discerned in themselves .    Whereas ,  among The Primary Genera the distinction which 
  
must be made is not between The Simple and the composite , but between The Simple 
’                  
and Those which Assist in Fulfilling The Ousia , but not a particular elemental-  ousia .

However we deem it worthy that among others some of the ‘qualities’ which assisted in fulfilling  

their elemental-  ousia were ‘qualities’ only in name , but Those which came from an Outer- 
’  
Source along with Their Ousia were Qualities , and on the one hand , Those which were in

Their Ousia were The Active-Energies of Selves , whereas on the other hand , those which 

came after Selves were straightaway passive-affections .  But now we are saying that the  
’
‘qualities’ of a particular   ousia do not assist at all in fulfilling a particular   ousia ; for there can be

no further addition of ousia to human-beings by reason of their being a human-being in Ousia ; 

since a human being is Ousian from a Higher-Source , before arriving at the differentiation ,
’
just as the living-being  is already a being , before arriving at being Reasonable . 


15.       How then do The Four Genera Assist-In-Fulfilling The Ousia , since They do not at 
all  

make-up ‘The Quality’ of Ousia ?   For She is not ‘an ousia of particulars’ . Therefore on the 

one hand , it has been said , that The Being Is First , and since it is clear that Motion cannot 

be other than First , nor Rest , nor Other , nor Same ; and on the one hand , perhaps it is clear 
’
that Self Motion does not Actively-Energize Quality , whereas on the other hand , perhaps this 

will be made even more clear by this explanation . For if Motion is The Active-Energy of Self ,
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then , The Being and The Primary Genera Are Wholly Active-Energy , and thus The Motion

could not be some chance event , since by The Active-Energy Being The Active-Energy of 
’             
Being , The Active-Energy could not still be called That which Assists in The Fulfillment of
’
Ousia , since It Is Self ; so that It/She has not embarked into some subsequent Genus , nor into 
’’
Quality, since It/She has been Ranked/Arranged/Ordered among That which Is At-Once . For 
’                                     
She is not Being first , and later Set-in-motion , nor is She Being first , and later Set-at-Rest ; 

nor is Rest passive ; nor are Same and Other subsequent , since She did not become Many

subsequently , but She Was The Very Being Which She Was , One-Many ; but if She Was  
’
Many , then She Was also Otherness ,  and if One-Many , then She Was also Sameness.  And 

These are Sufficient for Her Ousia ; but when She is going to Proceed to Those below , 

at that time there are Others , which no longer make-up Ousia , but are instead , Ousia-Like 

Qualities and Ousia-Like-Quantities , and These become Non-Primary Genera .


16.      But how could that which is “relative to something” which is like an off-shoot , be among 
“”                    
The First Genera ? For it is the condition/habit/relation of one thing to another and not of That

which Is By-Self .  Thus the “where” and the “when” are even further away .  For the “where” 
“”          “”      
also means “one in another” , so that there are two ; but Genus must be One , not composite ; 

and there is no particular place There ; but now The Logos is about The Real Beings that

Accord with The Truth (Eternity) .  And According to Which , one must consider , 
’            
if Time is There . Thus it is more likely that Time (which is Threefold not Simple) is not There . 

But if Time Is also a Measure , and not Simply The Measure , but also a Measure 

of Motion (Past-Present-Future) , and since They Are Two , and since The Whole of Time is 

composite and subsequent to Motion , so that It is not where Motion is in an Equal Division .

Since to act and to be acted-upon are in motion (unequally) , if indeed being acted upon is There ! 
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“”   “”      
And since to act involves two ; and likewise so does “being acted upon” .  Therefore , neither

one is Simple . And so does “to have” imply two , and “to be situated” means one thing being in 

another , so that now there are three .


17.                   But for what reason are The Beautiful , The Good , Knowledge and Intellect 

and The Virtues not among The Primary Genera ?  On the one hand , in regards to The Good , 

if The Good “Is” The First Nature , of which we surely say , nothing can be predicated to
’
such a Nature , but yet we say  It “Is” So by not being able to indicate otherwise , that It could  
’
not be The Genus of anything at all .  For It is not said to be predicated of others , either to
’’
each of those of which it was said to be predicated , by being spoken of as that . Since That Good

“Is” Prior to Ousia , and is not in Ousia . Whereas on the other hand , if The Good exists as a
’                      
Quality , then Quality did not exist at all among The Primary Genera . Then , what is The  

Nature of That which Is not Good ? First of all It is Good in another way and not in That way   
  
as The First ; and the way in which It is Good is not as a Quality , but In-Self  .  But we said 
’
that The Other Genera were also In-Self , and it was because It was Something Common 

to Each Genus , and It was also seen in Many (Page 18) . Therefore , if The Good is also seen in  
’
Each Part of The Ousia or of The Being , or in The Greatest Number, then why is It not a 

Genus , and exist among The Primaries ?  Either because It is not The Same in all The Parts ,

since It Is Present Primarily and Secondarily and subsequently ; or because since one good 

arises from another Good ; such as the subsequent from the Prior , or because All Arise from 
’
The One Beyond , since different beings Partake of It in different ways , according to their own 
’
nature . But surely then , if someone wants to posit It also as a Genus , then It will be subsequent ; 

for The Good of anything is subsequent to The Ousia and to The Self Existence , even if  

It always attends to them , whereas Those Primary Genera belong to The Being , inasmuch   
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as They Are and Are In The Ousia . And for which reason , it is That which “Is” Beyond 

The Being , seeing that The Being and The Ousia are not capable to not Be Many , 

since it is Necessary that It Contain These Genera that we have counted up In-Self , and in 

this way Be One Many . Then finally , if The Good is The One in The Being then let us 

not shrink from saying that The Natural Active-Energy of Self that is Directed to This One , is 

The Good of Self , in order that It may Be There , as The Idea of The Good–  Thus , It will Be 
’             
The Good and The Good is The Active-Energy Directed towards This ; but This Is The Life  

of Self , but This is Its Motion , which is already a Certain One of The Genera . 


18.          Then in regards to The Beautiful , if on the one hand , Primary Beauty is That Good , 

then whatever can be said about It , The Same and The Like can also be said about The Good ; 

and if The Beautiful is That which , as it were , Shines-Brightly from The Idea of The Good , 

since It is not The Same in All The Ideas , and since The Brilliance upon Them is subsequent .

But on the other hand , if The Beautiful is nothing else than The Self Ousia , then The Beautiful 

has been included in The Ousia . But if it is ‘beautiful’ in relation to those of us who see it , 

then this that energizes that makes us experience it in this way is motion , and if The Energy 

is Directed- towards That Beauty , then It is Motion .  Thus , Knowledge is Self-Motive , 

by also Being The Vision of The Being , and so It is an Active-Energy , but not a condition ; 
’
so that Knowledge also comes under Motion . But if you wish , under Rest , or also under both ; 
’
but if under both , as that which is mixed ; and if mixed , it is subsequent .  
’
               And then Intellect , by Being The Intelligence Composed out of All The Real Beings , 

is not a Certain One of The Genera . And so Authentic Intellect by also Being along with All 

Is Already All The Real Beings , but The Being Is Bare/Naked , by being taken/grasped as   

as an Elemental Genus of Self . 
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                      But Righteousness and Sound-mindedness/Soberness and The Virtues in general , 

are All Certain Active-Energies of Intellect ; so that They are not among The Primary Genera , 

and so The Genus and Species are subsequent .


19.           Surely then , by These Being The Four and Primary Genera , then does Each One 

make a Species By-Self ?  Such as does The Being immediately make Divisions By/From-Itself 
’’
without The Other Genera ? Or not ; seeing that It must take The Differences from Outside Its   

Genus , and on the one hand , They are The Differences of The Being inasmuch as They Exist ,  

but nevertheless The Differences are not Self . Therefore , from what Source does Being Possess 

Them ? For surely then , it is not from non-Beings .  Surely then , if It got Them from Beings ,  

and since The Three Remaining Genera Exist , then it is clear that The Differences Arose from

Them and By-Being-Applied and By-Being-Coupled and By-Coming-to-Be At-Once  

Along-with Them .   But surely then , By-Coming-to-Be  At-Once , This That Is Composed 

out of All was made . How then do The Others Exist Along-with That which Is Composed out

of All ?   And how if They Are All Genera do They make Species ?  How then does Motion 

make The Species of Motion and Rest , and The Other Ones ? Since we must guard against

this also , in such a way that Each Genus must not be un-Observed in The Species , and

in turn , that The Genus be not only predicated as Seen in The Species , since It Exists At-Once  
’’ 
in The Species and In-Self , and in turn that Each Genus must Be Mixed and Pure 

by not Being Mixed , thus Assisting in Bringing Ousia to Completion , not by 
’  
otherwise dissolving Self .   

                        Surely then on the one hand , we shall have to consider these statements . Whereas

on the other hand , since we have stated that That which Is Composed of All The Real Beings , 

Is Each Intelligence , but we posited The Being and The Ousia as Prior to All  The Species 
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and The Parts that Are Intelligence ; thus we now say that Intellect is subsequent .  

Surely then , let us also make this difficulty profitable in regards to our enquiry and by using it   

as a model/paradigm/example we shall embark upon knowing what they are saying .


20.                Therefore on the one hand , let us grasp The Intellect which is not applied to any 

of those that are among partibles nor energized about any such particular , in order that It may not
’
become a particular intellect ; for just as Knowledge Is Prior to the Particular/Specific Ideas , so 

also is The Knowledge in The Specific Idea Prior to the parts contained in Self . On the one hand, 

Every Specific Idea is not in any of Its particular parts ; It is The Potential-Power of all the parts , 

whereas on the other hand , each part is the active-energy of That Idea , but the potential-power 

of all Its parts , thus on the one hand , just as in the case of The Specific Ideas , so also for The 

Whole of Intellect ; for The Specific Ideas Rest in the Potential-Power in The Whole , for even 

when They are grasped in Their Specific Character , They are Potentially The Whole ; for The 

Whole is predicated of Them , not a part of The Whole ; yet Self must certainly be Pure/Unmixed 

By-Self .  Surely then on the one hand ,  in this way it can be said that The Whole Intellect 
’
Exists in one way ; The One Prior to Those that are Energized according to each particular Idea , 

whereas on the other hand , each particular Intellect exists in another way ; on the one hand ,  

Those that are partial that are Fulfilled from All ; while on the other hand , The Lead Intellect  
’
that Is Over All the particular intellects ; thus It is the Potential-Power of selves and It Contains 

them in Its Wholeness , and in turn they contain The Whole Intellect in their particular being ,  

just as a particular knowledge contains The Whole Knowledge .      And so again it can be said  ,

that The Great Intellect Is By-Self , as are the particular intellects which are in-their selves , 
’
and in turn the partial intellects are Comprehended in The Whole and The Whole in the partial ; 

so that the particular intellects exist by-themselves and in-Another , whereas The Great Intellect 
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’
Is By-Itself  and in those particular ones ; and on the one hand , they are All potentially in That 

Intellect which Is By-Itself , By Being All their Active-Energy At-once , while on the other 
’
hand , By Potentially Being each separate intellect , whereas in turn the particular intellects are 
’       
the active-energy which they are , while they are potentially The Whole .  For on the one hand , 

insofar as they are This which they are said to Be , they are The Active-Energy of That which 

they are said to Be , but on the other hand , insofar as they are in That Whole Genus , they are 
’       
The Potential-Power of That Whole . Then in turn on the one hand , insofar as It Is The Genus
’
in which They are , It Is The Potential-Power of All The Specific Ideas under Self , and It Is 
’
none of Their Active-Energies , since All Rest Quietly in Self ; on the other hand , insofar as

It Is The Active-Energy that Is Prior to The Ideal Intellects , It Is none of the particulars . 

Surely then , if indeed The Ideal Intellects are going to Exist in Active-Energy , then  

The Active-Energy Proceeding from Self must come to Be The Cause .
’

21.            How then does Self , while Remaining One , Produce the partial beings According to 

The Logos ?  But this is the same as asking how those that are said to be subsequent , arise from

Those Four Primary Genera . Now then , see how in This Great and Unfathomable Intellect , 

that is not full of talk , but Full of Intelligence ; This Intellect which Is All and Whole and not a

partial nor a particular intellect , in such a way that All that Arise from Self Exist At-Once . 

Surely then It Wholly Contains Number in Those which It Sees , and thus It is One and Many  
        
and thus These Many are Its Powers , and Wonderful Powers that are not weak , whereas 
’
inasmuch as They Are Pure , They Are also The Greatest Powers , such as Those that Are

Fresh/Vigorous/Robust/Full of Strength/Life , and Are Truly Powers , by not by having any

Limit .     Now then They Are Unlimited and since They Are Unlimited They Are also Great .  

Now then , by Seeing This Greatness along with The Beauty in The Self of The Ousia and also 
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The Divine Glory and The Light around Self , Like The Beings in Intellect , then one also Sees

The Quality already in Full-Flower , then along with Magnitude there appears to your Insight

The Continuity of Her Active-Energy Lying Quietly At-Rest . Then there Being One ,Two , 

Three , Magnitude and All the Quantity that is Third . Then by Seeing Its Quantity and 

Its Quality and both Moving towards One and becoming Such , you also See Its Form/Shape .  

Then The Other falls in place and makes distinct Quantity and Quality, and there are Differences 

of Figures and Other Qualities .        And on the one hand , Sameness which is also There makes 

Equality Exist . Thus there is Otherness , Inequality in Quantity , Unity and Number , Unity and 

Magnitude , and from which Arise Circles and Squares and Figures with Unequal sides , and also 

Like and Unlike Numbers , and The Odd and The Even .    For by Its Life Being Intelligent , and 

by Its Active-Energy having no imperfection , It leaves out none of Those which we now See

Are An Intellectual Function , since It Contains All Selves as Real-Beings in The Power of 

Self , Being Maintained as It Is Proper to Intellect . Thus , Intellect Contains/Maintains by 

Being in Intellection , but not The Intellection in Discursive Reason ; since nothing has been left 

out of All those which arise from The Reason-Principles , since  Intellect is much like One Great 
’     
Perfect Intelligible-Principle that Embraces/Contains Them All , by Proceeding from The 

First Principles of Self , or rather It has Always Proceeded through Them , so that It is Never 

True that “It is-in-the-process-of-under-going” . For Everywhere , it is generally the case that , 

by as much as one might grasp by Reasoning in The Nature of Beings , to that degree one will 

find Them Existing without reasoning in Intellect , so that to believe that Intellect has made  

That which Is , as It Is , according to Reasoning , so also in the case of The Reason-Principles 

which make Living-beings ; for just as The Most Accurate Reasoning would Calculate what is   

The Best , so also do All The Real Beings in The Reason Principles Prior to Reasoning .  What 

must one expect in The Higher Principles Prior to Nature , and The Principles in Her to be ?   
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for Those which Are in The Ousia Are nothing else than Intellect , since They were not   

imported by That which Is nor Intellect , for there would be no trouble about All having to be 


۞
The Best , if indeed All Are Well-Disposed according to Intellect , and Are That which , 

Intellect Wills and Is ; and for which Reason It Is Genuine/Authentic/Truthful and First ;   

for if Intellect arose from-another , then That Other would be Intellect .  
’
                                 Surely then , All Figures and Every Quality have been Seen in The Being  

for It was not a particular quality ; for neither was It One , since The Nature of  The Other 

Is There , thus It Is One and Many ; for Sameness was also There .  Since One and Many , and

That which Is were Such as This from The Beginning , so that The One and Many Is in All  

The Ideas . Surely then Magnitudes are different and Figures different and Qualities different ;  

for it was not possible nor was it Lawful for anything to be left out ; for There All Is Perfect ,

otherwise It would not be All–    and Life Flows from It , or rather Accompanies It Everywhere , 

thus All have come to be Living-beings out of Necessity , and there were Bodies There also , for

Matter and Quality are Beings .  Then since All are Comprehended by both those that perpetually 

come into Being and also Those that Eternally Abide in That which Is , on the one hand , Each 

Separate One , Being That which It Is , but again on the other hand , All-together Being in One , 

The Intertwining and Synthesis as it were of All Beings in One is Intellect .  And , on the one 

hand , by Containing The Real Beings In-Self , It Is The All-Perfect Living-Being and 

That which Is The Living Being ; but on the other hand , by Offering Itself to That which Rises 
’                 
from There to be Beheld ; It Allows/Grants Intellect The Right to be called Intelligible .  
         

22.              And Plato thus speaks enigmatically of  the way in which The Ideas in Intellect

Are Innate In The All-Perfect Living-Being , Seeing what Kind and how Many They Are
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(Tim 30c-31b) . Since The Soul that arises after Intellect , insofar as She Is Soul , She Possesses

The Ideas In-Self , She also Sees Them Better in That which is Prior to Self ; and our own  

Intellect , although having Them , Sees Them Better in That which is Prior to Self ; for on the

one hand , In-Self , Self merely Sees , while on the other hand , in That which is Prior to Self , 

It also Sees that It Sees . Surely then this Intellect of ours , which we maintain , Sees that It is not 

separated from That which is Prior to Self , from which Self is , inasmuch as It is Many of One ,

and by having The Nature of The Other accompanying It , It becomes One Many .  Whereas ,  

The One Intellect , by also Being  Many , also makes The Many Intellects out of That   

Necessity such as this . Thus it is entirely not possible to grasp The Number One and The Unit ; 

for whatever you may grasp , is a specific form ; for the former ones are Immaterial .  For which  

Reason , Plato states this enigma , that The Ousia has also been cut up to infinity (Par144C) . For

on the one hand as long as the distribution , such as that of a Genus , arrives at another Species ,  

It is not yet infinite ; for It is Limited by The Species that have been brought into Being ; while 

on the other hand , the last form which is not divided into Species , is more infinite .       This is
’           
the meaning of “then and only then we may rejoice in letting the rest go into infinity” (Phi 16E) .

Thus on the one hand , to the degree that they are by themselves , they are infinite ; whereas on 
’        ’
the other hand , inasmuch as They are Comprehended by The One They arrive at Number . 

Therefore on the one hand , Intellect Contains The Soul that comes after Itself , so that She is 
’
In-Number , and Contains Soul as far as last Part of Self , but on the other hand , the last piece  

of self is already altogether infinite . And on the one hand , an Intellect like this is a Part , even if 

It contains All Beings and The Whole Intellect , and those Parts of Self are The Active-Energy  

of Self by Being Parts (P26) , whereas on the other hand , soul is a part of a Part , more like 
’
an activity from Self .   For on the one hand , when It Energizes In-Self , The Products of Its 

Active-Energy are The Other Intellects , while on the other hand , when It Energizes Outside 
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of Self , The Product is The Soul . Thus if The Soul Energizes as a Genus or a Specific Idea , 

the other souls act as specific forms .  And the activities of these are twofold ; one is Directed

Above to Intellect , while the other is directed below , to the other powers concerned with

The Logos , thus the last activity is at this time contacting and shaping matter.  And the lower 


۞
part of self does not prevent All The Rest from Being Above .  Or rather , that which is spoken

of as the lower part of self is an image of Self , but it is not cut off , but it is like the images in 

mirrors , as long as The Archetype Is Present Outside . Therefore , one must grasp how It Is 

Outside . And as far as That which Is Prior is concerned , Its Image extends as far as The

Whole Intelligible Kosmos , Perfected from All The Intelligible Beings ,  just as this realm 

is an image of That One , insofar as it is also possible for an image of The Living Being to 

Preserve The (Likeness of) The Living Self ,  just as a drawing or a reflection in water 

is a ghostly image of That which appears to be there upon the water and the drawing .  But the 
       
image in the drawing and the water is not of both together , but of the one which is formed    

by The Other . So then the image of The Intelligible is not of its Maker , but of the images that
’ 
are contained in The Maker , which also  include human beings and every other living being . 

Therefore , This Kosmos is also a Living Being and so is That Being which Made It ,  

Each One Made in a Different way , yet both Exist in The Intelligible .
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